I. Fill in the blanks:  
1) ...................................is the earliest of the Vedas.
2) A state ruled by a person whose position is mostly hereditary is called ..........................................................
3) The spinning of the Earth on its axis is ........................................
4) The taxes were deposited with an officer called...........................................
5) The time of the day just before sunrise is known as ............................... 

II. Match the following: 
1) Monarchies  _  is the longest day
2) Magellan  _  Chamer tombs
3) Summer solstice _ Mahajanapadas
4) Dolmen  _  Proved that Earth is round

III. Answer the following in a sentence:  
1) Who did the Vedic people primarily worship?
2) Who was the first most important ruler of Magadha?
3) Why does February have 29 days after every 4 years?
4) Name the four stages through which a man’s life passes.
5) What are the effects of the earth’s rotation?

IV. Distinguish between any two of the following: 
1) Chalcolithic Age and Vedic Age
2) Rotation and revolution
3) Republic and monarchy

V. Mark the following places on the map of India. 
1) Maghada  2) Kosala  3) Rajgrhiha  4) Anga